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Abstract
In planar algebras, we show how to project certain simple “quadratic” tangles onto
the linear space spanned by “linear” and “constant” tangles. We obtain some corollaries
about the principal graphs and annular structure of subfactors.
1 Introduction
A planar algebra P consists of vector spaces Pn together with multilinear operations between
them indexed by planar tangles-large discs with internal (“input”) discs all connected up by
non-intersecting curves called strings. Thus a planar algebra may be thought of as made up
from generators Ri ∈ Pn to which linear combinations of planar tangles may be appplied to
obtain all elements of P .
It was shown in [20] that a certain kind of planar algebra, called a subfactor planar
algebra, is equivalent to the standard invariant of an extremal finite index subfactor. We
define this notion carefully in section 2.3.1, after which the term “planar algebra” will mean
subfactor planar algebra.
The simplest tangles are ones without input discs which can be called constant tangles.
They are the analogue of the identity in an ordinary associative algebra and supply a quotient
of the Temperley-Lieb (TL) algebra in any unital planar algebra. Tangles of the next level
of complexity are the annular tangles first appearing in [10]. In the terminology of this
paper they should be called linear tangles but the term linear is somewhat loaded so we will
tend to call them annular. They form a category and planar algebras can be decomposed
as a module over the corresponding algebroid. This was done in [14]. The outcome is a
sequence of numbers which we will call the "annular multiplicity sequence" (an) which are
the difference between the dimension of Pn and the dimension of the image of the annular
algebroid applied to Pk for k < n. These numbers are easily obtained from the dimensions
of the Pn by a change of variable in the generating function-see [14]. For a subfactor algebra
∗Supported in part by NSF Grant DMS 0856316, the Marsden fund UOA520, and the Swiss National
Science Foundation.
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we define the "supertransitivity" to be largest n for which ak = 0 for 1 ≤ k ≤ n. The reason
for the terminology is explained in section 3 (see also section 4 of [7]).
In the present paper we begin the much more difficult task of studying tangles with two
input discs which we call “quadratic tangles”. They are not closed under any natural opera-
tion and one problem is to uncover their mathematical structure. It is easy enough to list all
quadratic tangles.However there is no guarantee that the elements of P obtained from differ-
ent tangles will be linearly independent. Indeed even for the TL tangles this may not be so
and it is precisely this linear dependence that gives rise to the discrete spectrum of the index
for subfactors and the existence of SU(2) TQFT’s ([12],[21]). Linear dependence of labelled
tangles is most easily approached if the tangle below gives a positive definite sesquilinear
form on Pn for each n. This positivity is one of the axioms of a subfactor planar algebra.
(The precise meaning of these pictures will be explained in the next section, in the meantime
one may just think of the a’s and b’s as tensors with indices on the distinguished boundary
points and joining boundary points by a string signifies contraction of the corresponding
indices.)
Fig. 1.0.1. The inner product tangle on Pn (for n = 3)
〈R, S〉 = R S
* *
*
The dimension of the vector space spanned by a set of labelled tangles is then given by
the rank of the matrix of inner products. In this way we were able to use the powerful results
of [6] to obtain the dimensions of the relevant modules over the annular category in [14],[11]
.
Another frequently encountered tangle is the multiplication tangle:
Fig. 1.0.2.
*
Q
R
*
*RQ=
This tangle is particularly well understood. It turns each of the Pn (n = 4 in the diagram)
into an associative algebra which was the main ingredient in the first (obscure) appearance
of subfactor PA’s in [12].
In this paper we take a next step in the study of quadratic tangles by investigating the
tangle R ◦Q (and its rotations):
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Fig. 1.0.3.
R
*
*
Q*
=RoQ
This tangle maps Pn ⊗ Pn to Pn+1 (again n = 4 in the diagram). Its image may then
be compared with the annular consequences of elements in Pk for k ≤ n. If P is (n − 1)-
supertransitive the only such annular consequences are the Temperley-Lieb tangles and the
consequences of the R’s and Q’s themselves. The main hard work of this paper is to calculate
completely explicitly the orthogonal projection of R ◦ Q and all of its rotations onto the
space spanned by these annular consequences when the subfactor planar algebra is (n− 1)-
supertransitive. We will see that the only parameters for this calculation are the structure
constants for the algebra Pn (in fact just the traces of cubic monomials) and the action of
rotation.
By itself this projection is not very exciting and certainly does not justify the work but
there are ways to exploit this knowledge. For instance we will see that for certain powers of
the rotation ρ it is possible to evaluate
〈R ◦Q, ρk(T ◦ S)〉
using planar manipulations. The inner products between the projections onto annular conse-
quences are given by the annular theory which leads to non-trivial identities and inequalities.
The first version of this paper was available in preprint form as early as 2003. It was one
of the contributing factors to a project to classify all subfactors of index ≤ 5 which involves
several people including Bigelow, Morrison, Peters and Snyder (see [18],[2]). This project
in turn influenced more recent versions of this paper and changed its emphasis somewhat.
The author would like to gratefully acknowledge the input of all the people involved in this
classification project. In particular theorem 5.2.2 was inspired by the classification project
but we include it here because we wanted to show that the quadratic tangle technique applies
more generally than in [16].
In section 5 we treat concrete examples, obtaining obstructions for graphs to be principal
graphs of subfactors, and some new information about the Haagerup and Haagerup-Asaeda
subfactors.
Throughout this paper we will use diagrams with a small number of strings to define
tangles where the number of strings is arbritrary. This is a huge savings in notation and we
shall strive to use enough strings so that the general situation is clear.
3
2 Planar Algebras
The definition of a planar algebra has evolved a bit since the original one in [13] so we give a
detailed definition which is, we hope, the ultimate one, at least for shaded planar algebras.
2.1 Planar Tangles.
Definition 2.1.1. Planar k-tangles.
A planar k-tangle will consist of a smooth closed disc D0 in C together with a finite
(possibly empty) set D of disjoint smooth discs in the interior of D. Each disc D ∈ D,
and D0, will have an even number 2kD ≥ 0 of marked points on its boundary with k = kD0.
Inside D0, but outside the interiors of the D ∈ D, there is also a finite set of disjoint smoothly
embedded curves called strings which are either closed curves or whose boundaries are marked
points of D0 and the D ∈ D. Each marked point is the boundary point of some string, which
meets the boundary of the corresponding disc transversally. The connected components of
the complement of the strings in
◦
D0 \
⋃
D∈D
D are called regions. The connected components
of the boundary of a disc minus its marked points will be called the intervals of that disc.
The regions of the tangle will be shaded so that regions whose boundaries meet are shaded
differently. The shading will be considered to extend to the intervals which are part of the
boundary of a region.
Finally, to each disc in a tangle there is a distinguished interval on its boundary(which
may be shaded or not).
Remark 2.1.2. Observe that smooth diffeomorphisms of C act on tangles in the obvious
way-if φ is such a diffeomorphism, which may be orientation reversing, and I is the dis-
tinguished boundary interval of a disc D in the tangle T , then φ(I) is the distinguished
boundary interval of φ(D) in φ(T ).
Definition 2.1.3. The set of all planar k-tangles for k > 0 will be called Tk. If the distin-
guished interval of D0 for T ∈ T is unshaded, T will be called positive and if it is shaded, T
will be called negative. Thus Tk is the disjoint union of sets of positive and negative tangles:
Tk = Tk,+ ⊔ Tk,−.
We will often have to draw pictures of tangles. To indicate the distinguished interval on
the boundary of a disc we will place a *, near to that disc, in the region whose boundary
contains the distinguished interval. To avoid confusion we will always draw the discs of a
tangle as round circles and avoid round curves for closed strings. An example of a positive
4-tangle illustrating all the above ingredients is given below.
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*
*
*
*
*
2.2 Operadic Structure
Planar tangles admit a partially defined “gluing" or “composition" operation which we now
define.
Suppose we are given planar k and k′-tangles T and S respectively, and a disk D of T
which is identical to the D0 of S as a smoothly embedded curve with points and shaded
intervals. If we obtain a k-tangle as the union of the strings and discs of S and T , excepting
the disc D, we call that k-tangle T ◦D S. Otherwise the gluing is not defined.
We exhibit the comoposition of tangles in the picture below.
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
Here the tangle S is the dotted circle and everything inside it, the tangle T is the dotted
circle and everything outside it and inside the outer circle which is its D0. But the dotted
circle is not part of a disc of T ◦D S. The large (red) *’s are in S and T but not in T ◦D S.
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2.3 Planar Algebras
Before giving the formal definition of a planar algebra we recall the notion of the cartesian
product of vector spaces over an index set I, ×i∈IVi. This is the set of functions f from I
to the union of the Vi with f(i) ∈ Vi. Vector space operations are pointwise. Multilinearity
is defined in the obvious way, and one convert multinearity into linearity in the usual way
to obtain ⊗i∈IVi, the tensor product indexed by I.
Definition 2.3.1. Planar algebra.
A (shaded) planar algebra P will be a family of Z/2Z-graded vector spaces indexed by the set
{N∪ {0}}, where Pk,± will denote the ± graded space indexed by k. To each planar k-tangle
T for k ≥ 0 and DT non empty, there will be a multilinear map
ZT : ×i∈DTPi → PD0
where PD is the vector space indexed by half the number of marked boundary points of i and
graded by + if the distinguished interval of D is unshaded and − if it is shaded.
The map ZT is called the "partition function" of T and is subject to the following two
requirements:
(i) (Isotopy invariance) If ϕ is an orientation preserving diffeomorphism of C then
ZT = Zϕ(T )
where the sets of internal discs of T and ϕ(T ) are identified using ϕ.
(ii)(Naturality)If T ◦D S exists and DS is non-empty,
ZT◦DS = ZT ◦D ZS
Where D is an internal disc in T , and to define the right hand side of the equation, first
observe that DT◦DS is the same as (DT − {D}) ∪ DS. Thus given a function f on DT◦DS to
the appropriate vector spaces, we may define a function f˜ on DT by
f˜(E) =
{
f(E) if E 6= D
ZS(f |DS) if E = D
Finally the formula ZT ◦D ZS(f) = ZT (f˜) defines the right hand side.
The unital property could no doubt be included as part of the above definition by careful
consideration of the empty set but we prefer to make it clear by doing it separately.
Definition 2.3.2. A shaded planar algebra will be called unital if for every planar (k,±)-
tangle S without internal discs there is an element ZS ∈ Pk,±, depending on S only up to
isotopy, such that if T ◦D S exists then
ZT◦DS(f) = ZT (f˜)
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where
f˜(E) =
{
f(E) if E 6= D
ZS if E = D
Remark 2.3.3. It is sometimes convenient to work with just one of Pn,+ and Pn,−. We
agree on the convention that Pn will mean Pn,+.
It follows from the axioms that in any unital planar algebra P the linear span of the ZS
as S runs through all planar tangles with no internal discs, forms a unital planar subalgebra.
Here is a basic example of a unital shaded planar algebra.
Example 2.3.4. The Temperley Lieb algebra TL.
Let δ be an arbitrary element of the field K. We will define a planar algebra TL(δ) or just
TL for short. We must first define the vector spaces TLk,±. We let TLk,+ be the vector space
whose basis is the set of all isotopy classes of connected k-tangles with no internal discs, and
for which the distinguished interval on the boundary is unshaded. (Here "connected" simply
means as a subset of C, i.e. there are no closed strings.) It is well known that the dimension
of TLk,+ is the Catalan number
1
k+1
(
2k
k
)
. Similary define TLk,−, requiring the disitinguished
interval to be shaded.
The definition of the maps ZT is transparent: a multilinear map is defined on basis
elements so given a k-tangle T it suffices to define a linear combination of tangles, given
basis elements associated to each internal disc of T . But the basis elements are themselves
tangles so they can be glued into their corresponding discs as in the composition of tangles
once they have been isotoped into the correct position. The resulting tangle will in general
not be connected as some closed strings will appear in the gluing. Just remove the closed
strings, each time multiplying the tangle by δ, until the tangle is connected. This multiple T˜
of a basis element is the result of applying ZT to the basis elements associated to the internal
discs.
For the unital structure, if the tangle S has no internal discs we put ZS = S˜.
Remark 2.3.5. In the example above there is a constant δ ∈ K with the property that the
partition function of a tangle containing a closed contractible string is δ times that of the same
tangle with the string removed. We shall call such a planar algebra a planar algebra with parameter δ.
2.4 Labelled Tangles
If P is a planar algebra and T a planar tangle, and we are given elements xD ∈ PD for D’s
in some subset S of the internal discs DT of T (with PD as in 2.3.1), we form the “labelled
tangle” TxD by writing each xD in its D and then forming the linear map
ZTxD :
⊗
D′∈DT \S
PD′ → PD0
in the obvious way.
Here is an example of a labelled tangle which defines a map from P2,+ ⊗ P3,− to P1,+.
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Fig. 2.4.1.
R1
R2
*
*
*
**
We will say that T is fully labelled if S = DT in the above.
The special case where dimP0,± = 1 is common. In this case we will typically leave out
the external boundary disc from the diagram-see for example 1.0.1. We will also leave out
the shading when it is defined by other knowledge. For instance in 1.0.1, since we know that
a and b are in P3,+ the shading is defined by the distinguished intervals indicated with ∗’s.
Spherical invariance is most easily expressed in terms of labelled tangles. We say that a
planar algebra P is spherical if dimP0,± = 1 and the partition function of any fully labelled
0-tangle is invariant under spherical isotopy. Note that spherical isotopies can pass from
tangles with the outside region shaded to ones where it is unshaded.
2.5 Star Structure
Another natural operation on planar tangles will be crucial in C∗-algebra considerations.
We assume the field is R or C.
Definition 2.5.1. We will say that a planar algebra P is a *-planar algebra if there each Pn,±
possesses a conjugate linear involution * and If θ is an orientation reversing diffeomorphism
of C, then Zθ(T )(f ◦ θ−1) = ZT (f ∗)∗.
The Temperley-Lieb planar algebra is a planar *-algebra if δ ∈ R and the involution on
each Pn,± is the conjugate-linear extension of complex conjugation acting on tangles.
2.6 Subfactor planar algebras.
Definition 2.6.1. A subfactor planar algebra P will be a spherical planar *-algebra with
dimPn,± < ∞ for all n and such that the inner product defined by figure 1.0.1 is positive
definite for all n and grading ±.
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It was shown in [13] that a subfactor planar algebra is the same thing as the standard
invariant of a finite index extremal subfactor of a type II1 factor.
Here are some well known facts concerning subfactor planar algebras.
(i) The parameter δ is > 0. The spaces P0,± are identified with C by identifying the empty
tangle with 1 ∈ C.
(ii) Algebra structures on Pn,± are given by the following tangle (with both choices of
shading).
*
Q
R
*
*RQ=
(iii) There is a pair of pointed bipartite graphs, called the principal graphs Γ, ∗ and Γ′, ∗
such that Pn,+ and Pn,− have bases indexed by the loops of length 2n based at ∗ on Γ
and Γ′ respectively. The multiplication of these basis elements is easily defined using
the first half of the first loop and the second half of the second, assuming the second
half of the first is equal to the first half of the second (otherwise the answer is zero).
(iv) The tangle below (with both choices of shading) give vector space isomporphisms
between Pn,+ and Pn,− (for n > 0) called the “Fourier transforms”.
Fig. 2.6.2.
 *
*
In particular one may pull back the multiplication on Pn,− to Pn,+. If n is odd the
two algebra structures are naturally *-anti-isomorphic using the nth. power of the
Fourier transform tangle F . This allows us to identify the minimal central projections
of Pn,+ with those of Pn,−. If n is even the nth. power of F gives anti-isomorphisms
from Pn,+ and Pn,− to themselves defining a possibly non-trivial bijection between the
central projections. From a more representation-theoretic point of view these central
projections correspond to bimodules and these maps are the "contragredient" maps.
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(v) The "square" of the Fourier transform acts on each Pn,± and will be of vital importance
for this paper. We will call it the rotation ρ:
ρ =
*
 *
(vi) Γ is finite iff Γ′ is in which case δ is the norm of the adjacency matrix of Γ and Γ′ and
the subfactor/planar algebra is said to have finite depth.
(vii) There is a trace Tr on each Pn,± defined by the following 0 − tangle: Tr(R) =
*
R
The innner product 〈R, S〉 on Pn of figure 1.0.1 is given alternatively by Tr(R∗S).
Our convention is that it is linear in the second variable and antilinear in the first, as
implied by 1.0.1.
The algebra Pn,± is semisimple over C and its simple components are matrix algebras
indexed by the vertices of the principal graph at distance n from *. The trace Tr is
thus given by assigning a “weight” by which the usual matrix trace must be multiplied
in each simple component. This multiple is given by the Perron-Frobenius eigenvector
(thought of as a function on the vertices) of the adjaceny matrix of the principal
graph, normalised so that the value at * is 1. Because of the bipartite structure
care may be needed in computing this eigenvector. To be sure, one defines Λ to be the
(possibly non-square) bipartite adjacency matrix and constructs the eigenvector for the
adjacency matrix
(
0 Λ
Λt 0
)
as
(
Λv
δv
)
where v is the Perron Frobenius eigenvector
(of eigenvalue δ2) of ΛtΛ.
(viii) There are “partial traces” or “conditional expectations” the simplest of which is E , the
map from Pn,± to Pn−1,± defined by the following tangle:
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Fig. 2.6.3. E =
*
*
It is obvious that
Tr(E(x)) = Tr(x).
(ix) The TL diagrams span a subalgebra of Pn,+ and Pn,− which we will call TL for short.
We will call Ei, for 1 ≤ i ≤ n− 1 the element of Pn,± defined by the tangle below:
Fig. 2.6.4.
*
i i+1
1
2
... ...
The algebra generated by the Ei is a 2-sided ideal in TL. Its identity is the JW pro-
jection pn which is uniquely defined up to a scalar and the property
2.6.5.
Eipn =pnEi = 0 ∀i < n
Tr(xEn) =Tr(x) for x ∈ TLn
One has the formulae
2.6.6.
Tr(pn) = [n+ 1]
Tr(xEn) = Tr(x) for x ∈ TLn
E(pn) = [n+ 1]
[n]
pn−1
pn+1 = pn − [n]
[n+ 1]
pnEnpn ([22])
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where δ = q+ q−1 and [r] is the quantum integer
qr − q−r
q − q−1 . Note [r+1] = δ[r]− [r−1].
We will also use a formula from [14]. Namely if x is the TLn element {
....
{p strings
....
k strings
then
the coefficient of x in pn is
2.6.7.
(−1)p−1 [k + 1]
[n]
= (−1)p−1 [n− p− 1]
[n]
(x) Notation: the Fourier transform gives a canonical identification of Pn,+ with Pn,− so
one of the two is redundant data. It is convenient to set
Pn = Pn,+.
FOR THE REST OF THIS PAPER “PLANAR ALGEBRA” WILL MEAN “SUBFAC-
TOR PLANAR ALGEBRA”.
2.7 Lowest weight vectors.
In this paper a lowest weight vector R will be an element of Pn so that
(i) R∗ = R.
(ii)
Fig. 2.7.1. R = 0 for any positions of *.
(iii)
Fig. 2.7.2. ρ(R) = R
 **
= ωR
for some nth. root of unity ω.
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The diagram can be confusing to apply so let us say verbally what it means: “if you see
a tangle with an input disc D labelled R, then the tangle is ω times the same tangle
but with the * of D rotated counterclockwise by 2”.
As shown in [14], any planar algebra may be decomposed into an orthogonal direct sum
of irreducible subspaces for the action of annular tangles, each irreducible summand being
generated by a lowest weight vector.
3 Supertransitivity and Annular multiplicity.
Transitivity of a group action on a setX is measured by the number of orbits on the Cartesian
powers X,X2, X3, etc. The smallest number of orbits is attained for the full symmetric group
SX and we say the group action is k-transitive if it has the same number of orbits on X
k as
does SX . Transitivity can be further quantified by the number of orbits that an SX orbit
breaks into on Xk when the action fails to be k − transitive. There is a planar algebra
P associated to a group action on X for which dimPk is the number of orbits on Xk. The
planar algebra contains a copy of the planar algebra for SX and the action is k-transitive if
Pk is no bigger than the symmetric group planar algebra. Thus the symmetric group planar
algebra is universal in this situation. We will call it the partition planar algebra. As a
union of finite dimensional algebras it already appears in [15] and [17]. It depends on X of
course but only through #(X). Other planar algebras may be universal for other situations.
The Fuss-Catalan subalgebra of [3] is such an example for subfactors which are not maximal.
Another one, sometimes called the string algebra, is universal for the Wassermann subfactors
for representations of compact groups. But the truly universal planar algebra in this regard
is the TL planar algebra (a quotient of)which is contained in any planar algebra. Motivated
by this discussion we will define a notion of supertransitivity measured by how small the
algebra is compared to its TL subalgebra.
3.1 The partition planar algebra.
In [13] we defined a planar algebra P , called the “spin model planar algebra” associated
to a vector space V of dimension k with a fixed basis numbered 1, 2, ..., k. For n > 0 Pn,±
is ⊗nV and P0,+ = V , P0,− = C. The planar operad acts by representing an element of
⊗nV as a tensor with n indices (with respect to the given basis). The indices are associated
with the shaded regions and summed over internal shaded regions in a tangle. There is
also a subtle factor in the partition function coming from the curvature along the strings.
This factor is only necessary to make a closed string count
√
k independently of how it is
shaded whereas without this factor a closed string would count k if the region inside it is
shaded and 1 otherwise. For more details see [13]. Nothing in the planar algebra structure
differentiates between the basis vectors so the symmetric group Sk acts on P by planar
*-algebra automorphisms.
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Definition 3.1.1. If G is a group acting on the set {1, 2, ..., k} we define PG to be the
fixed point sub-planar algebra of the spin model planar algebra under the action of G. The
partition planar algebra C = {Cn,±|n = 0, 1, 2, ...} is P Sk .
Remark 3.1.2. If G acts transitively, passing to the fixed point algebra makes dimC0,+ =
dimC0,− = 1 and spherical invariance of the partition function is clear, as is positive defi-
niteness of the inner product. So PG is a subfactor planar algebra. The subfactor it comes
from is the “group-subgroup” subfactor- choose an outer action of G on a II1 factor M and
consider the
subfactor MG ⊆MH where H is the stabilizer of a point in {1, 2, ..., k} .
Proposition 3.1.3. The action of G is r-transitive iff PGr = Cr.
Proof. By definition the dimension of PGr,± is the number of orbits for the action of G on
{1, 2, ..., k}r.
3.2 Supertransitivity
Definition 3.2.1. The planar algebra P will be called r-supertransitive if Pr,± = TLr,±.
Example 3.2.2. The D2n planar algebra with δ = 2 cosπ/(2n − 2) is r-supertransitive for
r < 2n− 2 but not for r = 2n− 2.
The following question indicates just how little we know about subfactors. Analogy with
the Mathieu groups suggests that the answer could be interesting indeed.
Question 3.2.3. For each r > 0 is there a (subfactor) planar algebra which is r-supertransitive
but not equal to TL (for δ > 2)?
The question is even open for r = 4 if we require that the planar algebra is not (r + 1)-
supertransitive.
Example 3.2.4. The partition planar algebra C is 3−supertransitive but not 4-supertransitve.
This is because there are just 5 orbits of SX on X
3 but 15 on X4 (at least for #(X) > 3).
The record for supertransitivity at the time of writing is seven and is held by the “extended
Haagerup" subfactor constructed in [2]. The Asaeda-Haagerup subfactor is 5-supertransitive.
3.3 Annular multiplicity
A subfactor planar algebra is always a direct sum of orthogonal irreducible modules for
the action of the annular category-see [14]. The irreducible representations of the annular
category are completely determined by their "lowest weight" and rotational eigenvalue. For a
planar algebra, in practical terms this means that each Pn contains a canonical subspace ACn
which is the image of the annular category on Pn−1. Elements of ACn are called "annular
consequences" of elements in Pk, k < n.
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Definition 3.3.1. If P is a planar algebra the number
an = dimPn − dimACn
for n > 0 is called the nth annular multiplicity.
If the subfactor is (n− 1)-supertransitive, an is just called the multiplicity.
Obviously k-supertransitivity is equivalent to ar = 0 for r ≤ k but it is quite possible
for ar to be zero without r-supertransitivity. There is an explicit formula for the generating
function of the an in terms of the generating function for the dimensions of the planar
algebra itself in [14]. We will record the annular multiplicity as a sequence. For instance the
multiplicity sequence for the partition planar algebra begins 00010.... Obviously all the 0’s
up to the supertransitivity have no interest and we will be interested in situations where that
sequence of zeros can have arbitrary length so we will abbreviate the sequence by compressing
the leading zeros to a *. Thus the annular multiplicity sequence for the partition planar
algebra would begin *10. Indeed our real applications to subfactors will concern those with
multiplicity sequence beginning *10 or *20. If we wish to give the leading zeros as well we
will use the notation 0kak+1ak+2 for a sequence beginning with k zeros followed by ak+1ak+2
followed by anything at all.
We will allow this terminology to refer to either a subfactor or its planar algebra.
3.4 Chirality.
If a planar algebra is n − 1-supertransitive with nth. annulary multiplicity equal to k, the
rotation acts on the othogonal complement of TL in the n−box space. This implies that
planar algebras may have a “handedness". Over the complex numbers one may diagonalise
the rotation on this orthogonal complement to obtain a family of n−th. roots of unity. These
numbers will be called the “chirality" of the planar algebra.
3.5 Examples
Example 3.5.1. The D2n planar algebra with δ = 2 cosπ/(2n− 2) has annular multiplicity
sequence beginning 0n10. It has multiplicity one. The principal graphs are both (graphs with
2n vertices)
o o o
o
o
*
The chirality of this example was calculated in [13]. It is −1.
Example 3.5.2. The Haagerup subfactors of index 5+
√
13
2
have multiplicity sequence 0310.
They have multiplicity one and are 3-supertransitive.
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The principal graphs are
* *o    o      o                              o     o         o       o      o
o
o
o
o o
o
o
o
Once a principal graph is known it is easy enough to calculate all the annular multiplic-
ities. For Haagerup the sequence begins 031010. We will see that the chirality is −1.
Example 3.5.3. The partition planar algebra has multiplicity sequence 0310.
This follows from the statement that the principal graphs for the partition planar algebra
and the Haagerup one are the same for distance ≤ 5 from *.
Let us calculate both principal graphs for C (for k > 4) to distance 5 from *, together
with the weights of the trace Tr which we will use later. Our method will be a bit ad hoc
but adapted to the needs of this paper. By counting orbits we know there are two central
projections e and f orthogonal to the basic construction in C4. This is the same as saying
that the principal graphs are both as below at distance ≤ 4 from *:
Fig. 3.5.4. o o o
o
o
*
Our first step will be to calculate α = Tr(e) and β = Tr(f). We know that
C4,+ ∼= M2(C)⊕M3(C)⊕ eC⊕ fC
and that the trace of a minimal projection in M2(C) is 1, that of a minimal projection in
M3(C) is δ
2 − 1 and that
3.5.5. α + β = δ4 − 3δ2 + 1
To obtain another relation on α and β one may proceed as follows. By [15] C4,+ is
spanned by TL and the flip transposition S on V ⊗ V . With attention to normalisation one
gets Tr(S) = δ2(= k). But in the 2-dimensional representation S is the identity and in the
3-dimensional one it fixes one basis element and exchanges the other two so it has trace 1.
We may assume eS = e and fS = −f for if both reductions had the same sign S would be
in TL. Thus
3.5.6. α− β + 2 + (δ2 − 1) = δ2
Combining this with 3.5.5 we obtain
3.5.7. α =
δ4 − 3δ2
2
β =
δ4 − 3δ2 + 2
2
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We may now repeat the argument for C4,−. It is easy to check that F(S) is a multiple of
a projection which is in the centre. It is the identity in the 2-dimensional representation and
zero in the 3-dimensional one. The trace of the projection is δ2 and it must be zero on one
of the projections orthogonal to TL and 1 on the other. Thus the equation corresponding to
3.5.6 becomes simply
2 + α = δ2.
Combining this with 3.5.5 we obtain
3.5.8. α = δ2 − 2 β = δ4 − 4δ2 + 3
Now we can deduce the algbebra structures of C4,±. By counting orbits we see that the
principal graphs to distance five must have precisely two extra vertices (for k > 4). But
since the traces form an eigenvector for the adjacency matrix, nothing else can be attached
to the vertex with trace δ4−2 in the graph for C4,−, and something must be attached to both
vertices for C4,+. The conclusion is that the two principal graphs are as below to distance 5
from *.
* *o    o      o                              o     o         o       o      o
o
o
o
o
o o
By counting orbits one may calculate the chirality of the partition planar algebra. It is
−1.
Note the identity between the principal graphs of the Haagerup subfactor and the par-
tition planar algebra for distance up to five from *. The partition algebra has been studied
by several people ([17],[9]) with generic values of the parameter k. One might be tempted
to think that the Haagerup subfactor is some kind of specialisation of the partition algebra
but this is not at all the case. For the chiralities are −1 (Haagerup) and +1 (partition), so
these two planar algberas must be considered very distant cousins indeed.
Example 3.5.9. Haagerup-Asaeda. The principal graphs and traces are in [1]. The annular
multiplicity sequence begins 051010. We will see that the chirality is +1.
Example 3.5.10. Fuss-Catalan The planar algebra of [3] is 1-supertransitive. For generic
values of the parameters a and b (e.g. a > 2, b > 2 the principal graph begins:
2
ab
(b  −1)a2
a −12
ab(b −1)(a −1)
a(b −2b)
b(a −2a)
2
3
3
1
2
*
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We have recorded the (non-normalised) traces of the minimal projections corresponding
to the vertices of the graph. The dual principal graph is the same except that the roles of a
and b are reversed.
The multiplicity sequence begins ∗11. Observe however that for the special allowed value
a =
√
2 the principal graph and dual principal graph begin:
*
*
and the multiplicity sequence then begins ∗10.
The biprojection generating the Fuss-Catalan algebra is rotationally invariant so the
chirality of the algebra is +1.
Remark 3.5.11. Observe that in all the examples whose annular multiplicity sequence
begins 0k10 the principal and dual principal graphs are different and begin like the Haagerup
ones, but with a longer or shorter initial segment from ∗. We will explain this phenomenon
with the quadratic tangle results.
4 Inner product formulae.
4.1 Setup for this section.
Let P have annular multiplicity beginning 0n−1e. The cyclic group of order n acts unitarily
on the e-dimensional orthogonal complement of the Temperley-Lieb subspace of Pn,+ via the
rotation tangle. Choose an orthonormal basis B = {R} of self-adjoint eigenvectors for the
rotation with ωR being the eigenvalue of R ∈ B. For each R ∈ B, F(R)∗ = ω−1F(R) so we
choose a square root σR of ω and define Rˇ = σ
−1F(R) ∈ Pn,− so that (Rˇ)∗ = Rˇ. Thus
F(R) = R
 *
*
= σRRˇ and F(Rˇ) =
V
 *
*
R = σRR
and we record the verbal version:
“If a tangle contains a disc D labelled with R (resp. Rˇ) then it is the same as σR times the
same tangle with the * of D rotated counterclockwise by one, and R (resp. Rˇ) in D replaced
by Rˇ (resp. R).”
Remark 4.1.1. As we have defined them in 4.1, all the R’s Rˇ’s and σ’s could be changed
by a sign. One can do better than this under appropriate circumstances. For instance if
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the traces of both R3 and (Rˇ)3 (which are necessarily real) are non-zero, one can impose the
choice of R and Rˇ which makes both these traces positive. Then σR is an unambiguous 2nth.
root of unity. But this does not always happen, even in the Haagerup subfactor, so we must
live with the sign ambiguity. Of course any constraints we obtain must depend only on ωR.
4.2 Inner products of annular consequences
Definition 4.2.1. Let A be the subspace of Pn+1,+ spanned by the image of B under the
annular Temperley-Lieb tangles.
We will use two bases for A - carefully chosen annular consequences of the R ∈ B and
the dual basis. (That the annular images are linearly independent is shown in [14].)
Definition 4.2.2. In Pn+1,+ ⊕ Pn+1,− let
w = ( R
*
V
 *
, R
 *
*
)
Let π± be the projections onto the first and second components of
Pn+1,+ ⊕ Pn+1,− and for i ∈ Z/(2n+ 2)Z define the following elements of Pn+1,+ :
∪iR = π+(F i(w)).
Proposition 4.2.3. We have the following inner product formulae:
(a) 〈∪iR,∪iR〉 = δ
(b) 〈∪iR,∪i±1R〉 = σ±1R
All other inner products among the ∪iR are zero .
Proof. Since F is unitary and Fπ+ = π−F ,
〈π+F i(w), π+F j(w)〉 = 〈π±(w), π±F j−i(w)〉
the sign of π depending on the parity of i. This is clearly zero if j− i /∈ {−1, 0, 1} and equal
to δ if i = j. Both π+(w) and π−(w) are self-adjoint and the pictures for computing the
remaining inner products are the same for both parities of i, up to changing shading and
interchanging R and Rˇ. We illustrate below with 〈∪0R,∪1R〉. (The shadings are implied by
the *’s and R, Rˇ):
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*R
R
V
*
*
*
Corollary 4.2.4. The map ρ1/2 : A→ A defined by
ρ1/2(∪iR) = ∪i+1R
(for i ∈ Z/(2n+ 2)Z) is unitary. (And of course (ρ1/2)2 = ρ.)
To project onto A we will use the dual basis to B. Fortunately there is an elegant
pictorial formula for the dual element Rˆ to R. First we define an unnormalised form of it.
Definition 4.2.5. For R ∈ B as above let
w˜ = (
V
*
J W
R
*
,
*
*
J W
R ) ∈ Pn+1,+ ⊕ Pn+1,−
where in the crescent shaped areas we have inserted the appropriately shaded Jones-Wenzl
idempotent p2n+2 (the shading is implicit from the position of star).
Definition 4.2.6. For an integer k and a ω 6= 0 define
Wk,ω(q) = q
k + q−k − ω − ω−1.
For R, Rˇ as above and for i ∈ Z/(2n+ 2)Z set
ˆ∪iR = [2n + 2]
W2n+2,ωR(q)
π+(F i(w˜))
Lemma 4.2.7. For all i and j,
〈 ˆ∪iR,∪jR〉 = { 1 i = j0 i 6= j
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Proof. It is clear from the properties of the pk’s that the only non-zero inner products occur
as written. So it is only a matter of the normalisation, which by unitarity of the rotation
reduces to showing 〈 ˜∪0R,∪0R〉 = W2n+2,ωR(q)
[2n+ 2]
.
We draw this inner product below:
V
*
R
JW
V
*
R
There are 5 TL elements that give non-zero contributions to the inner product. The first is
the identity which clearly contributes δ. The next four come in reflected pairs. The first pair
contains
V
*
R
V
*
R
so the pair contributes
−(ω + ω−1)
[2n+ 2]
by 2.6.7. The other pair
contains
V
*
R
V
*
R
so contributes −2[2n+ 1]
[2n+ 2]
by 2.6.7. Adding the contributions
one gets
[2n+ 2]δ − 2[2n+ 1]− ω − ω−1
[2n+ 2]
which is correct.
We now expand the JW idempotent to obtain an expression for the dual basis in terms
of the ∪i(R).
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Proposition 4.2.8. With W = W2n+2,ωR and σ = σR we have
ˆ∪0R = 1
W
{
[2n+ 2] ∪0 R +
+n∑
i=−n
(−σ)n+i−1([n+ i+ 1] + ω[n− i+ 1]) ∪n−i+1 R
}
Proof. Consider the diagram for π+(w˜):
JW
*
R
*
V
. Caps at the top of the JW can only occur at the extreme left and
right but not at both. The only way to get a multiple of ∪0R is to take the identity in JW.
The rest of the terms come in pairs, with caps at the top at the left and right, each with
a cap at the bottom which we will index by i, the distance from the middle interval at the
bottom. We illustrate below the two terms contributing to ∪iR with i > 0, i = 2 in the exam-
ple (if i were odd the only difference is that the internal box would contain R rather than Rˇ) :
V
*
R
*
V
*
R
*
In both cases the starred boundary interval lies n− i+1 intervals counterclockwise from
the cap on the outer boundary so both terms are multiples of ∪n−i+1R. In the diagram on
the left, the starred interval on the boundary of the disc containing Rˇ needs to be rotated
(n + i − 1) intervals counterclockwise to line up with ∪n−i+1R and the term inside the JW
has “p” = n− i in the notation of 2.6.7 whose coefficient is thus [n+i+1]
[2n+2]
. In the diagram on
the left, the * of Rˇ must be rotated n + i+ 1 counterclockwise and the “p” factor is n+ i.
This establishes the terms in the sum for i ≥ 0. Negative values of i can be obtained by
taking the adjoint and using (∪kR)∗ = ∪−kR.
All the other ∪ˆiR can be obtained from the above by applying a suitable power of ρ1/2 but
care needs to be taken with the indices as σR is a (2n)th. root of unity and not a (2n+2)th.
The formula is so important that we record a few other versions of it.
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Proposition 4.2.9. (i)
ˆ∪0R = 1
W
{
(−1)n+1(σ + σ−1)[n+ 1] *
JW
JW
R* + [2n + 2] * R
v
JW
JW
*
}
(ii) If X =
∑n
j=1(−σ)−j(ω[j] + [2n+ 2− j]) ∪j R then
ˆ∪0R = 1
W
{
[2n + 2] ∪0 R + ((−σ)n+1 + (−σ)−n−1)[n+ 1] ∪n+1 R +X +X∗
}
(iii) If Y =
∑n
j=1(−σ)n−j−1(ω[n+ j + 1] + [n− j + 1]) ∪j R then
ˆ∪n+1R = 1
W
{
[2n+ 2] ∪n+1 R + ((−σ)n+1 + (−σ)−n−1)[n+ 1] ∪0 R + Y + Y ∗
}
For instance:
Corollary 4.2.10. ˆ∪n+1R = [2n+ 2]
W2n+2,ω
∪n+1 R
+
[2n+ 2]
W2n+2,ωR
+n∑
i=−n
{
(−σ)n+i−1[n+ i+ 1] + (−σ)n+i+1[n− i+ 1]
}
∪−i R
4.3 Inner products between linear and quadratic tangles.
We now define the main ingredients of this paper, certain quadratic tangles giving elements
in Pn+1.
Definition 4.3.1. For S, T ∈ B let
(i) S ◦ T = T
S
*
*
*
(ii) S ⋆ T = F(F(S) ◦ F(T )) = σSσTF(Sˇ ◦ Tˇ ) = *
S
*
*
T
4.4 Projection onto A .
We can calculate P
A
, the orthogonal projection onto A , for many quadratic tangles.
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Proposition 4.4.1.
(i) P
A
(S ◦ T ) =
∑
R∈B
σnRTr(RST ) ˆ∪n+1R + σ−1T σSTr(RˇSˇTˇ ) ˆ∪0R
(ii) P
A
(S ⋆ T ) = σSσT
∑
R∈B
σnRTr(RˇSˇTˇ ) ˆ∪n+2R + σ−1T σSTr(RST ) ˆ∪1R
Proof. (i) Write P
A
(S ◦ T ) as a linear combination of the ∪ˆiR. The coefficient of ∪ˆiR is
just 〈S ◦ T,∪iR〉 which can only be non-zero if i = 0 or i = n+1. These two cases are given
by the following diagrams (for n = 4):
*
T
S
R
v
*
* = σ
−1
S σTTr(RˇTˇ Sˇ)
*
R
T
S
*
*
= σnRTr(RTS)
(ii) follows from (i) applied to the dual planar algebra, S ⋆ T = σSσTF(Sˇ ◦ Tˇ ), the fact
that F interwines projection onto A and the fact that σRˆ = σR if we choose the basis Rˇ in
the dual.
We can now give a kind of "master formula" for inner products after projection onto A .
Proposition 4.4.2. Fix P,Q, S, T ∈ B and for each R ∈ B let
aSTR = Tr(RST ), b
ST
R = Tr(RˇSˇTˇ )
Then putting W2n+2,ωR = WR, for 0 ≤ 2j ≤ n,
〈P
A
(S ◦ T ), ρj(P ◦Q)〉 =
∑
R
ωjR
WR
{(
aSTR a
PQ
R + σTσSσQσP b
ST
R b
PQ
R
) (
ω−1R [2j] + [2(n− j) + 2]
)
+ (−1)n+1σR
(
σQσPa
ST
R b
PQ
R + σTσSb
ST
R a
PQ
R
) (
ω−1R [n + 2j + 1] + [n− 2j + 1]
)}
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and for 0 ≤ 2j < n 〈P
A
(S ◦ T ), ρj(P ⋆ Q)〉 =
σPσQ
∑
R
−ωjR
WR
{
σR
(
σTσSσQσP bSTR a
PQ
R + a
ST
R b
PQ
R
) (
ωR[2(n− j) + 1] + [2j + 1]
)
+ (−1)n+1(σPσQaSTR aPQR + σSσT bSTR bPQR ) (ωR[n− 2j] + [n+ 2j + 2])
}
Proof. Note first that if {w} is a basis for a finite dimensional Hilbert space with dual basis
{wˆ} then 〈uˆ, vˆ〉 is just the coefficient of u in the expression of vˆ in the basis {w}.
Let us show how the formulae are applied to obtain one of the coefficients. We want to
calculate
〈
∑
R∈B
σnRa
ST
R
ˆ∪n+1R + σ−1T σSbSTR ˆ∪0R,
∑
R∈B
σnRa
PQ
R
ˆ∪n+1+2jR + σ−1Q σP bPQR ˆ∪2jR〉
Obviously the inner products of terms with different R’s are zero so the contribution of
the first “cross-term" in the inner products is:
∑
R∈B
σ−nR σ
−1
Q σPa
ST
R b
PQ
R 〈 ˆ∪n+1R, ˆ∪2jR〉
but 〈 ˆ∪n+1R, ˆ∪2jR〉 = 〈 ˆ∪n+1−2jR, ˆ∪0R〉 and 1 ≤ n + 1 − 2j ≤ n + 1 so by (ii) of 4.2.9 it is
equal to
1
W
{
(−σR)2j−n−1(ωR[n + 1− 2j] + [n + 1 + 2j])
}
=
σnR
(−1)n+1
WR
{
ωjRσR
(
ω−1R [n + 2j + 1] + [n− 2j + 1]
)}
and the other “cross-term" is
∑
R∈B
σ−nR σTσ
−1
S b
ST
R a
PQ
R 〈 ˆ∪0R, ˆ∪n+1+2jR〉
again 〈 ˆ∪0R, ˆ∪n+1+2jR〉 = 〈 ˆ∪n+1−2jR, ˆ∪0R〉 so that the cross terms contribute the right
amount to the formula.
The other terms are calculated in the same way.
Note that there is a nice check on these formulae.
When n is even, say n = 2k, a picture shows that ρk(P ◦Q)∗ = ωk−1P ωkQP ⋆ Q so that
〈S ◦ T, ρk(P ◦Q)〉 = ωk+1P ωkQ〈S ◦ T, (P ⋆ Q)∗〉
In general 〈X, Y ∗〉 = 〈X∗, Y 〉 and since (S ◦ T )∗ = T ◦ S we have
〈S ◦ T, ρk(P ◦Q)〉 = ωk+1P ωkQ〈T ◦ S, P ⋆ Q〉
If we calculate the left and right hand sides of this equation using the first and second
parts of 4.4.2 we see they agree using Tr(RPQ) = (σRσPσQ)
nTr(RQP ) = Tr(RQP ).
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4.5 Projection onto TL
Definition 4.5.1. Let T be the linear span of all TL diagrams in Pn+1.
It is obvious that A and T are orthogonal. To understand the following formulae note
that TL has a meaning as an unshaded planar algebra. This means we can interpret Fx as
an element in TLk for x ∈ TLk simply by reversing the shadings. We will use this convention
frequently below.
Proposition 4.5.2.
PT (S ◦ T ) =
{ pn+1
[n + 2]
if S = T
0 otherwise
PT (S ⋆ T ) =
{ ωSFpn+1
[n + 2]
if S = T
0 otherwise
PT (F j(S ◦ T )) = F j(PT (S ◦ T ))
Proof. PT (S ◦ T ) is a multiple of pn+1 by 2.6.5. Taking the trace gives the multiple. And
PT commutes with ρ.
We see that we will need the inner products of the JW idempotents with their rotated
versions.
Lemma 4.5.3. For m ≥ i,
〈pm,F i(pm)〉 = (−1)mi[m+ 1][m− i][m− i− 1]....[1]
[m][m− 1]...[i+ 1] = (−1)
i(m−i) [m+ 1][
m
i
]
Proof. Note the special cases i = m, i = 0 which certainly work. So suppose 1 ≤ i < m. We
will use Wenzl’s inductive formula for pm: pm+1 = pm − [m][m+1]pmEmpm. Drawing a picture
for the inner product we see that the first term does not contribute by 2.6.5. The trace of
the following picture represents 〈pm+1, pmEmpm〉
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pi
m−i
m−2
m−i i−1
m−i
m−i
i−2
i−2
pm+1
m
where we have used numbers in circles to indicate multiple strings. Inside the top box is
the only TL element which makes a non-zero contribution. Its coefficient is (−1)i [m−i+1]
[m]
by
2.6.7. Removing that box and doing some isotopy one gets the trace of the following picture:
m
i
m−i
m−i
pm+1
mp
i
By formula 3 of 2.6.6 this is just [m+2]
[m+1]
〈pm,F i(pm)〉 and we end up with
〈pm+1,F i(pm+1)〉 = (−1)i [m− i+ 1][m+ 2]
[m+ 1]2
〈pm,F i(pm)〉
we may continue to apply the procedure. The last time we can do it, "m+ 1" will be i+ 1
and the equation will be:
〈pi+1,F i(pi+1)〉 = (−1)i [1][i+ 2]
[i+ 1]2
〈pi,F i(pi)〉
After making all the cancellations in the product and observing that 〈pi,F i(pi)〉 = [i+1] we
get the answer.
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5 Applications to subfactors.
5.1 Multiplicity one.
Let P be an (n-1)-supertransitive planar algebra with n-multiplicity one and chirality ω.
We shall now make a careful choice of the elements R (and Rˇ) that form the basis B in
section 4 So as in 3.5.3 choose minimal central projections of Pn with
e + f = pn
pn being the JW projection (2.6.5). To be as precise as possible, suppose Tr(e) ≤ Tr(f) so
that
5.1.1. r =
Tr(f)
Tr(e)
≥ 1.
Define R˜ orthogonal to TL is
5.1.2. R˜ = re− f.
Since ef = 0, algebra is easy and we obtain
5.1.3. R˜k = rke + (−1)kf
so that
5.1.4. R˜2 = (r − 1)R˜ + rpn
5.1.5. Tr(R˜2) = r[n+ 1],
Definition 5.1.6. Set R =
R˜√
r[n+ 1]
We have 〈R,R〉 = 1 and
5.1.7. Tr(R3) =
1
(r[n+ 1])3/2
Tr(r3e− f) =
√
r − 1√
r√
[n+ 1]
,
Note that if r 6= 1 we have been able to choose R without any ambiguity in sign. See
4.1.1
We will also need formulae involving E of 2.6.3.
By multiplying E(R2) and E(pn) by the Ei’s of 2.6.4 we see that they are both multiples
of pn−1 and on taking the trace we get
5.1.8. E(R2) = pn−1
[n]
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so that
5.1.9. Tr(E(R2)2) = 1
[n]
.
To be even-handed we need to do the same for Pn,− so we will continue the convention
of using a ˇ symbol to indicate the corresponding objects for Pn,−. Thus we have eˇ and fˇ
and
5.1.10. rˇ =
Tr(fˇ)
Tr(eˇ)
≥ 1,
and all the above formulae have ˇ versions. At this stage we have two potential meanings
for Rˇ. To make them consistent just forces the choice of square root σ of ω so that F(R) =
σRˇ.
Note that if r and rˇ are both different from 1 (i.e. neither Tr(R3) nor Tr(Rˇ3) is zero),
there is no choice of signs anywhere - they are imposed by our conventions. We will use ω1/2
instead of σ.
Theorem 5.1.11. Let P be an n−1-supertransitive subfactor planar algebra with multiplicity
sequence 0n−110 and chirality ω. Let r, rˇ be as above. We may suppose r ≤ rˇ (by passing to
the dual if necessary). Then n is even,
rˇ =
[n + 2]
[n]
and
r +
1
r
= 2 +
2 + ω + ω−1
[n][n + 2]
.
If ω = −1, n is divisible by 4.
Proof. Since the (n+1)-multiplicity is zero, S ◦T , S ⋆T and their rotations are in the linear
span of A and TL so we can calculate inner products between them using the formulae of
the previous section. We record the ones we will use (with W = W2n+2,ω):
Let α = Tr(R3) and Tr(Rˇ3) = β.
〈P
A
(R ◦R), R ◦R〉 = 1
W
((α2 + β2)[2n + 2] + (−1)n+12αβ(ω1/2 + ω−1/2)[n + 1])
〈P
A
(R ◦R), R ⋆ R〉 =
1
W
{
(−1)nω(α2 + β2)(ω[n] + [n+ 2])− 2αβω1/2(ω[2n+ 1] + 1)}
These are just 4.4.2 with j = 0 and P = Q = S = T = R.
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When n is odd the second formula is just 4.4.2 with j = 0. If n is even one may obtain
it from the first formula of 4.4.2 with j = k by noting that R ⋆ R = ωρk(R ◦R)∗.
We have, from 4.5.3 and 4.5.2 that
〈PT (R ◦R), R ◦R〉 =
1
[n+ 2]
and
〈PT (R ◦R), R ⋆ R〉 =
(−1)nω
[n+ 2][n + 1]
But we can calculate 〈R ◦R,R ◦R〉 and 〈R ◦R,R ⋆ R〉 directly from their pictures and the
algebraic relations satisfied by R. The first is trivial-
〈R ◦R,R ◦R〉 = Tr(E(R2)2) = 1
[n]
5.1.9. This implies the same value for 〈R ⋆ R,R ⋆ R〉. For 〈R ◦ R,R ⋆ R〉, a little isotopy
produces the trace of the following picture:
R
*
*
*
*
R
R
R
which we recognise as ω〈F(R2),F(R)2〉 = ω2〈F(R2), (Rˇ)2〉. And R2 = αR+ pn
[n + 1]
, (Rˇ)2 =
βRˇ +
pn
[n+ 1]
so we get ω−1/2αβ +
〈F(pn), pn〉
[n+ 1]2
so finally
〈R ◦R,R ⋆ R〉 = ω3/2αβ + (−1)
n−1ω2
[n+ 1][n]
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Now we may use zero n + 1-multiplicity = 0 , which implies
〈R ◦R,R ◦R〉 = 〈P
A
(R ◦R), R ◦R〉+ 〈PT (R ◦R), R ◦R〉 and
〈R ◦R,R ⋆ R〉 = 〈P
A
(R ◦R), R ⋆ R〉+ 〈PT (R ◦R), R ⋆ R〉 to obtain
1
[n]
=
1
W
((α2 + β2)[2n+ 2] + (−1)n+12αβ(ω1/2 + ω−1/2)[n+ 1]) + 1
[n + 2]
and ω3/2αβ +
(−1)n−1ω2
[n + 1][n]
=
1
W
{
(−1)nω(α2 + β2)(ω[n] + [n + 2])− 2αβω1/2(ω[2n+ 1] + 1)}+ (−1)nω
[n + 2][n+ 1]
Using
1
[n]
− 1
[n+ 2]
=
[2n+ 2]
[n][n + 1][n+ 2]
the first equation becomes
5.1.12.
W
[n][n + 1][n+ 2]
= (−1)n+12αβ(ω
1/2 + ω−1/2)
qn+1 + q−n−1
+ α2 + β2
and after a little work the second equation becomes:
5.1.13.
W ([n] + [n + 2]ω)
[n][n+ 1][n + 2]
= (−1)nαβω1/2([2n+ 2]δ + ω−1 − ω)− (α2 + β2)([n]ω + [n + 2])
Thus we have two linear equations for α2 + β2 and αβ. It is easy to check that they are
satisfied by
αβ =
(−1)n(ω1/2 + ω−1/2)(qn+1 + q−n−1)
[n][n + 1][n+ 2]
α2 + β2 =
(qn+1 + q−n−1)2 + (ω1/2 + ω−1/2)2
[n][n + 1][n+ 2]
Now if n is odd, there is a trace-preserving isomorphism between Pn,+ and Pn,− given
by a suitable power of the Fourier transform. Thus α = β which with these equations gives
qn+1 + q−n−1 + (−1)n+1(ω 12 + ω− 12 ) = 0 which is impossible if δ > 2. So n is even.
It then follows that
(α± β)2 = (q
n+1 + q−n−1 ± (ω 12 + ω− 12 ))2
[n][n + 1][n+ 2]
so that if α ≤ β (which is the same as r ≤ rˇ), we get
β =
qn+1 + q−n−1√
[n][n + 1][n+ 2]
and α =
ω
1
2 + ω−
1
2√
[n][n + 1][n+ 2]
.
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These immediately imply the desired formulae.
To see that n is divisible by 4 when ω = −1, observe that 5.1.12 implies that at least
one of α and β is non-zero, wolog suppose it’s α. Then r 6= 1 so the traces of e and f are
different. But ρn/2 acts as a trace-preserving automorphism on the linear span of e and f
and so must be the identity. This forces n/2 to be even.
It is more than a little sensible to check these formulae in examples where all the param-
eters are known. In the Fuss Catalan example with a =
√
2 we have, from 3.5.10 that
n = 2, δ = q + q−1 = b
√
2, rˇ = 2(b2 − 1), r = b
2
b2 − 1 and ω = 1
and the formulae of the theorem are rapidly verified. For the partition planar algebra
n = 4, rˇ =
δ4 − 4δ2 + 3
δ2 − 2 , r =
δ4 − 3δ2 + 2
δ4 − 3δ2 and ω = 1.
Corollary 5.1.14. The principal graph (corresponding to rˇ ) is as below for vertices of
distance ≤ n + 2 from *:
.  .  .  .  .  .
The other principal graph is as below:
.  .  .  .  .  .
Proof. By the dimension constraints the principal graph for rˇ must begin as one of the two
pictures. But the equation
rˇ =
[n + 2]
[n]
is just the Perron Frobenius eigenvector equation for the first graph (at the top univalent
vertex). So the eigenvalue equation of the second graph cannot satisfy that equation.
Corollary 5.1.15. The Haagerup planar algebra has chirality −1, but the Haagerup-Asaeda
planar algebra has chirality 1.
Proof. As soon as one of the principal graphs has a symmetry exchanging the two vertices
at distance n from *, one has that r = 1. This is the case for the Haagerup subfactor. The
Asaeda-Haagerup value can be deduced from the Perron Frobenius data.
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5.2 Multiplicity two.
Begin by choosing an orthonormal basisB = {S, T} of self-adjoint rotational eigenvectors for
the orthogonal complement of TLn in Pn, with eigenvalues ωS and ωT . And the corresponding
σS, σT , Sˇ and Tˇ .
Recall the notation aPQR = Tr(RPQ). The ideal I in Pn which is the orthogonal comple-
ment of the TL elements with less than n through strings is orthogonally spanned by S, T
and pn. It is a commutative C
∗-algebra whose identity is pn. By taking inner products the
multiplication law for I is:
S2 =aSSS S + a
ST
S T +
pn
[n + 1]
T 2 =aTTS S + a
TT
T T +
pn
[n+ 1]
ST =aSTS S + a
TT
S T
Proposition 5.2.1. Associativity constraint.
(aSTS )
2 + (aTTS )
2 = aSSS a
TT
S + a
TT
T a
ST
S +
1
[n + 1]
Proof. Write x = aSSS , y = a
T
TT and u = a
ST
S , v = a
TT
S . Evaluate S
2T in two ways:
(a) (S2)T = (xS + uT + pn
[n+1]
)T = (xu+ uv)S + (xv + uy + 1
[n+1]
)T + u pn
[n+1]
(b)S(ST ) = S(uS + vT ) = (ux + vu)S + (u2 + v2)T + u pn
[n+1]
. The conclusion follows
immediately.
Theorem 5.2.2. For k ∈ Z, k > 0, there is no 2k-supertransitive subfactor with multiplicity
sequence beginning *20.
Proof. We will actually show that any such subfactor has to have index ≥ 4.5 which is enough
by Haagerup’s classification ([8]), or as Snyder has pointed out, the smallest graph which
could have multiplicity sequence beginning ∗20 has norm-squared equal to 5+
√
17
2
which is
bigger than 4.5.
Let n = 2k + 1. The rotation Fn gives a trace preserving antiisomorphism between Pn,+
and Pn,−. And a picture shows immediately that if R,P,Q ∈ {S, T},
T r(RˇPˇ Qˇ) = (σRσPσQ)
nTr(RQP ).
Moreover S and T all commute since the multiplicity is only 2 and S and T are commuting
and self-adjoint which shows that Tr(RPQ), T r(RˇPˇ Qˇ) ∈ R so Tr(RPQ) = ±Tr(RˇPˇ Qˇ).
We specialise the master formula 4.4.2 to the case P = T,Q = S, j = 0 which gives us
〈P
A
(S ◦ T ), T ◦ S〉. By 4.5.2 and the multiplicity sequence beginning ∗20, this is the same
as 〈S ◦ T, T ◦ S〉 which is clearly zero. We are summing over the two values S and T of R.
Note that, using the conventions of 4.4.2 we have
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aSTS = a
PQ
S = Tr(S
2T ), call it aS, b
ST
S = b
PQ
S = ±aS
aSTT = a
PQ
T = Tr(ST
2), call it aT , b
ST
T = b
PQ
T = ±aT
Since S and T are self-adjoint and commute, aS and aT are real and we obtain
0 =
a2S
WS
(
[2n+ 2](1 + ω−1S ωT ) + α[n+ 1]
)
+
a2T
WT
(
[2n+ 2](1 + ω−1S ωT ) + β[n+ 1]
)
Where α and β are sums of four roots of unity. Multiplying through by a square root of
ωSω
−1
T which is also an nth. root of unity we get
0 = (2 cos
2rπ
n
[2n+ 2] + α′[n+ 1])
a2S
WS
+ (2 cos
2rπ
n
[2n+ 2] + β ′[n+ 1])
a2T
WT
for some integer r, where |α′| and |β ′| are ≤ 4. We want to show that the [2n + 2] term
dominates so that the real parts of the coefficients of a2S and a
2
T get their sign from the
2 cos 2rpi
n
[2n+ 2]. For this it clearly suffices to show that
|2 cos 2rπ
n
[2n+ 2]| > 4[n+ 1].
We again use that n is odd-the smallest |2 cos 2rpi
n
| can be is 2 sinπ/2n and the inequality
becomes:
[2n + 2] >
2[n+ 1]
sin π/2n
.
Writing s for 1
sinpi/2n
and Q for qn+1 this becomes Q2−Q−2 > 2s(Q−Q−1). Completing the
square and using Q > 1 we see that this is implied by Q > 2s. But (π/2n)s decreases to 1
as n increases so 2s < 2pi/6
sinpi/6
2n
pi
. Hence it suffices to prove qn+1 ≥ 4n
3
. Consider the graphs of
qx+1 and (4/3)x. Clearly the x coordinate of the largest point of intersection is decreasing
as a function of q. So if we can show that this value of x is 3 for q =
√
2 then for all greater
q and all n ≥ 3 we will have qn+1 > 4n
3
. But (
√
2)3+1 = 4 and by calculus qx+1 − 4x
3
is (just)
increasing for x = 3.
The value q =
√
2 corresponds to index 4.5. Since q > 1 the W factors are positive
so we can conclude that, for index ≥ 4.5, aS = aT = 0. This contradicts the associativity
constraint.
Notes.
(i) There is nothing special about 4.5, it was chosen simply because it suffices and the
estimates are convenient.
(ii) The even supertransitivity assumption is necessary since the GHJ subfactor of index
3 +
√
3 ([5],[4]) has multiplicity sequence beginning ∗20.
We end with an intriguing observation about chirality in the ∗20 case.
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Theorem 5.2.3. Let N ⊂ M be a subfactor with multiplicity sequence beginning ∗20, and
let S, T, ωS and ωT be as above. Then ωS 6= ωT .
Proof. Consider (i) of 4.4.1. As we have observed, S and T commute and have zero projection
onto TL. Thus if σ−1S σT = σ
−1
T σS we have S ◦ T = T ◦ S which is impossible since S ◦ T and
T ◦ S are orthogonal and non-zero.
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